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An Info-Point unit will deliver your information
to your visitors' mobile devices. Anywhere.
No broadband? No phone signal? No power? No problem!

An Info-Point creates your own ‘local web’, so any visitor can easily
browse or download your information or interact with your interpretation
using their smartphone or tablet. Without installing an App.

Key features:
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―
―

Compatible with all smartphones and tablets
Will deliver rich media, apps and interactives
Needs no phone signal or internet access
Mains, battery or solar powered
Powerful and robust industrial grade hardware
Easy to upload and update the content yourself
Extensible across large sites - indoor or outdoor
Does not incur usage or ongoing charges
Completely secure
5-year warranty
Wide variety of customer reference sites

The visitor experience - easy, safe, secure

The visitor sees a Wi-Fi hot-spot called 'Info-Point' to which they
connect without any password (unless you choose to restrict
access). You can use posters and leaflets to encourage visitors to
connect their device. It's the same as they would do at home or
at an internet cafe.
The user then opens their browser, and from your Info-Point
home page explores the content you have uploaded.
You can integrate QR codes, NFC tags or Bluetooth beacons to
direct the browser to specific content.
Info-Point provides your content exclusively, and only while at
your site. Visitors cannot access it from elsewhere, and cannot
use it to access other internet content.
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How do I operate it?

Leave it on permanently or switch it on daily. The
unit only consumes the same power as a lowenergy light bulb. Use the simple adminstration
interface to upload your content. Info-Point is
based on standard technology that you have
open access to. You and your web developers
can enhance it over time, adding fresh content
and developing a wide range of interactive apps
and advanced features such as Augmented
Reality.

Other features

Webcam feature

Range

The Wi-Fi range is up to 250 metres, depending
upon the local terrain and walls.

Networking

Multiple units can be used to create ‘hot spots’ in
outdoor spaces, while intelligent networking
‘slave’ units can create a continuous and seamless
coverage of areas that don’t normally suit Wi-Fi,
such as underground rooms.

Multiple Power Options

Info-Point is supplied ready for mains or 1 2/24 V
operations from battery, solar, vehicle, vessel or
other sources.

Multi-Lingual support

A language support option is built in. When
enabled, users can switch languages for content
and navigation with one button.

Automatic failure recovery

Info-Point has a built-in ‘watchdog’ that will
monitor the Info-Point and automatically re-boot
should it detect that it’s not working. You can use
Info-Point for 24/7 unattended and out-of-hours
operation with confidence. It will even recover
from power cuts.
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We can provide webcams to stream live video, or
to auto-record time lapse and highlights. This can
even be used as a wheelchair accessibility
substitute.

Branding

Info-Point is fully customisable to your brand.

Security

Users don't need physical access to Info-Point, so
it can be sited securely and out of reach.
Info-Point units do not connect to your network or
to the Internet. That means no risk to your IT
systems, and no possibility of internet misuse.

Speed

Info-Point is faster than accessing content across
the internet owing to its direct connection to the
server.

Warranty

Info-Point comes with a 5-year no-quibble
warranty.

Updates and Maintenance

Info-Point is a fully supported product, and can be
upgraded as technology advances.

Outright purchase - no ongoing cost
Rental option available
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